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Laura Jones submitted this paper as her research project for WMNS 3 10 and quite frankly, left the 
entire class in awe from her presentation and the amount and quality of research she presented. I think 

. we were all also rather stunned by the prominence and prolificacy of the efforts being made to quash the 
violence against women movement. 

I believe her work needs to be show-cased because it puts forth a message that we all to often gloss- 
over and minimize: there is a concerted effort being made on many levels to covertly and overtly 
oppress women. In addition, Laura walks her talk. 

Her paper was fascinating and thought-provoking for me to read and I truly want to share and 
celebrate her courage and efforts. 
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Jones, Laura 

Junior, Wmns' Studies Minor 

joneslj@uwec.edu 

FACING THE DEVIL AT THE CROSSROADS, (Examining Backlash Against VAWA) 

was written under the instruction of Laurel Kieffer for the Women and Violence class in 

spring 2005. The backlash question is a tangle that is not easy to unknot. With this in 

mind, this paper is an attempt to categorize backlash towards the movement to end 

violence against women. 

The goals of this paper were to define backlash, separate it from valid criticism and to 

select areas that common links in backlash styles. 

The paper is divided into several sections. The first section is an introduction with a 

small summary of contemporary VAWA background discussing some of the awareness 

about the violent against women. The second section, 'Backlash Spheres' separates 

backlash into two main categories and begins dialogue about how backlash is presented 

through these two categories. 

'The state sphere this behavior as well as culturally employed backlash are 

considered with in the following examples: 


Social Services Backlash and the Values Action Team (VAT). 


Censoring and avoiding recognition. 


Political appointment. 


Use of religion, the internet ,music and radio. 

\ 

Pop Psychology 

The pa<er concludes with' 'THE FUTURE STORY', in answer to the question of what 

will be happening in this issue five or ten years from now. An unanswerable question 

from this angle, yet, we must write the story the way we want it to read. It is important to 

remember that lashing out at backlash can occur and that "we may unconsciously repeat 

a power and oppression cycle that can be halted through critical assessment" (from 

text). 

The paper has been updated and revised. It is approximately 5,000 words and 

includes citations from sources such as James Dobson, Susan Faludi, Eric Schlosser 

and Shumley Boteach. 

mailto:joneslj@uwec.edu


FACING THE DEVIL AT THE CROSSROADS 


Examlning Backlash Agalnst VAWA 


LauraJones 




A SUMMARY OF BACKLASH AND VAWA 

"What's a life without examination?" 

Backlash towards the movement to end violenoe against women is not always easy to 

d e w .  Although some retaliation directly at Violence Against Women Awareness (VAWA) is 

evident, many actions are directed toward the mountains climbed by the entire feminist 

movement (Faludi, xviii). Much like an abuser who maligns all who their victim can identify 

with, this backlash focuses unwarranted aggression toward the entire assembly of women's rights 

issues hoping to isolate and injure VAWA. 

Before attempting to identify the aggressors, it is necessary to differentiate between valid 

criticism and badklash. Valid critique of an issue allows for improvement and deeper awareness. 

It is important that we allow for legitimate inspection of our attempts to bring any opp-ion to 

an end. Because of our cultural thinking in the vest, we may unconsciously repeat a power and 

oppression cycle that can be halted through critical assmmt.A 


Backlash on the other hand, serves to incite action or reaction based in sensationalism. These 

reactions do not approach the issues in a way to encourage deeper examination. Whenever 

backlash is used, it can lessen the credibility of the both the antagonist and the issue being 

attacked. More importantly, it draws in others that use 

backlash as confirmation of distrust or hate to buiM momentum for continued hostile reaction. 

Backlash directs conversation about needed societal change toward unsound arguments, 

discounting any ctrangeasunnecessary. \ 

i 

The Movement to Make Others Aware 

As longas there hasbeenthe female, there hasbeensomeswamabout the violent 

oppression of women. Incidents suchas the Roman 'Rule of the Thumb' have been recorded 

through history. Asearly as the 15' century books suchas The Book of the Citv of Ladies 

discussed the need for changes in the treatment of women. Literally for centuries the laws fluxed 

with the popular female control tactics of the time. 

The most pinnacle years for real change begin inside of the Women's Rights 


Movement of the late 20' century. Erin P i n y  publishesScream Quietlv or the 
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Neighbours will Hear in 1974,marking a first in domestic violence writings. This book from 

England is written from the victim's point of view, letting many battered women see that they are 

not alone. Within two yearsawarenessactivitiesflurry and deepen, prying a keyhole into this 

previously locked door 

Today the internet boaststhousands of awareness sites, pub1 ic service a n n o u n m t s  play on 

the TV and Radio and posters in bathrooms and along halls in county health departments contain 

posters with tear off cardswith numbers to call for more information. Unfortunately, thesesame 

mediums are used to shatter this awareness aswe1 I. 

BACKLASH SPHERES 

"Who can tell the truth from lies?" 

Backlash can beseparated into two main categories state sanctioned and culturally employed. 

Backlash is projected through these two areas by either an individual or institutional source. 

Within these two categories are subcategories that have the highest incident of backlash behavior 

Hunting down the categories in each sphere can be daunting. There is no 'Backlash 

Incorporated' organizing these actions. Many of these categories also mesh together, crossing 

over the two spheres and creating a snare of boggled misinformation. Yet, it is important to 

simplify the web to trace behaviors and look for a w&k link that may help 

topple the tower. The categories are tabled below to give a baseof where sources come from: 

GOV'T: RELIGION: 

Services, Information Interpretation of scripture. Sexist ritual behavior. 


POLITICS: MEDIA: 
Rhetoric, Legislative The Web, Music, Radio, Books, TV, Video, Virtual Gaming 

LEGAL: ",ONSUMERISM: 
Court and Enforcement Fashion clothing designs, Gender centered outlay of retail 

areas. Advertising. 



SOCIETAL MOVEMENTS: 

,---:- ist Fundamentalists, Father's ~ I Y I I ~  


POPRSYCOLOGY: 

Pare&al Alienation Syndrome Disenfranchised Father 

Syndrome. 

Table 1 

In thestatesphere this behavior is accepted through expert induction. Frequently, the issue is 

built around an idea or interpretation from a political or popular individual, obscure reseerch or 

opinion isthen cited to confirm the idea and it isset in motion. Scrutiny is avoided because of the 

authoritative approach used to pmmt  the information. 

On the other hand, culturally employed backlash is p m t e d  with very little authoritative . 	 support, excluding psychology. They are presented with the 'common man' 

feel, gaining sympathetic badting based in personal experience or societal custom. Yet, many key 

hostile quotes from this sphere are looked to as masts of final truth about the movement. Battles 

are being fought in the new ring of the World Wide Web as well. This a r m  may seem ludicrous 

to those that understand the abundant fallacies loolted there. However, there are those only 

looking for validation for negative behaviors; a free-for-all that exacehates the already 

moldering issues. 

STATE SANCTIONED BACKLASH 

"Coyote's gotten bold, stealing' from right inside the door ..." 

The State hasbeen given the responsibility to carefor those that, for whatever reason, cannot 

care for themselves to provide laws that protect the rights of the citizens; and to identify and deal 

with those that offend. This is supposed to be done with the utmost examination and 

consideration of each issue before p rod ing .  Backlash prevents this. 

A good example isSodal Sewices Backlash. Aid reform ignoressingle parent aid asa 

realistic alternative to two parent requirements in a culture where domestic abuse is p m t .  In 

an attempt to regulateaid to families, Sen. Tom DeLay initiated the Values 
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Action Team (VAT). VAT proudly announces that they have been"achieving pro-lifelpro-family 

victories since the 2" session of the 105' Congress." ( www.johnshadegg.house .gov) 

Among these 'achievements' is a $102 million funding bill to promote abstinence as the only 

acceptablestandard for young peopleand $100 million to promote healthy 

marriages. VAT also worked to defeat the reinstatement federal funding for abortions for female 

prisoners. These bills have been in play after years of public awareness about sexual abuse of 

women, including date rape. The latter of the three legislative actions is most concerning as 

Amnestyusa.org reports that betwen 40% and 70% of prison guards are male and "Many women 

in prisons and jails in the USA are victims of rape and other forms of sexual abuse.. ." 

VAT is also proud of the over 30 so-called family organizations that attend hearings 

and strategy meetings with them. Among them is James Dobson's Focus on the Family. Dobson 

appears at VAT strategy meetings and closed senate hearings to discuss his concerns on welfare 

as the destroyer of marriages. Despite his answers of 'leave him forever if you have to' to abuse 

letters on his website, (www.family.org), Dobson is firm in the belief that a reversal of aid to any 

single mother wi II also re- domestic abuse; 

"Our welfare system, in the aftermath of the Great Society programs, rendered 

mill ions of men superfluous. Indeed, government assistance to women and children was 

reduced or denied when a father was in the home. Food Stamps put groceries on the table. 

'The Department of Housing and Urban Development sent repairmen to fix maintenance 

problems. When children were in trouble, &ial yvorkers stepped in to help. 'Thus men 

becameunnecessary beyond the act of impregnation." (Dobson 11) 

This philosophy seem to beshared by VAT, as they used TANF to steal over $200 million away 

from funds that could be providing help for domestic violence victims and their children. 

Backlash Without Words 

The idea of pro-choice abolishment asa backlash tool is a common theme throughout the state 

sphere. Control over women's bodies hasbeena backlash tool 
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since the beginning of time and is primarily achieved through omission of information and 

awareness. In the United Statesa large political push of backlash in this spheretook place in the 

late 1800's hidden in theagenda of curbing the distribution of pomography. 

Known as 'Cornstockery', this crusade was led by grocery clerk Anthony Comstock, borne out 

of his attempt to curb his own struggle "between a longing for purity and fears 

of defilement." (Scholosser 119). Exposed to obscene material as a prepubescent boy, Comstock 

kept journals describing his own obsession with pomography and his attempts to overcome this 

"most foul" sin (1 19). He felt that any sexual material was obsceneand that the participation in 

and distribution of such wasa schemedirectly guided by the devil. Unfortunately, Cornstock's 

ban included research on women's health, marriage manuals and information on birth control and 

abortion. Also banned was the newspaper 'The Women's Rebel'. Cornstock's reasoning behind 

taking away these words? Margaret Sanger proposed open discussion on "a1 l things that enslave 

you {women)" and discussion of the right to birth control. (www.nyu.edu) Sanger was charged 

and indicted on all articles she had written for the newspaper that discussed the right of the 

women to limit the size of the family. Remnants of Cornstockery attached themselves to violence 

w ins t  women through the decadesthat followed. Sanger blamed Comstock for the hundreds of 

abortions performed at the tum of the century because aF his ban on birth control material. 

This denial of the right to information and awamness for women still holds true today. The 

most recent backlash by omission occurred in October 2004. For seven years theWhite House 

has beendiligent in proclaiming Domestic Abuse Aware- Month. This 

proclamation from the highest official in America is a powerful tool to legitimate this cause. In 
I 

2004 George W. Bush chose not to recognize domestic abuse awatems. However, in the same 

month he Wable to issue proclamations for Fire Prevention Week, Leif Erickson Day, and 

National Character Counts Week. (www.whitehouse.gov) It took twelve months for the Bush 

administration to notice this oversight, and Domestic Abuse Awareness Month was recognized 

again in 2005. 

Backlash Using a Woman 

Straddling both the political and legal ateas is John Ashcroft's 2001 choice for the 
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National Advisory Committee on Violence Against Women. Nancy Pfotenhauer's appointment 

enraged many VAWA advocates. Pfotenhauer was CEO of the conservative International 

Women's Forum (IWF), an organization that had fought many years to keep VAWA off the 

books. Ms. Pfotenauer wasappointed specifically to look into the accountability and 

effectiveness of the executive branch during policy making, 

www.usdoj.gov). Margaret Moore, director of the National Centre for Women and Policy, a 

division of the Feminist Majority Foundation, pointed out that Ashcroft's backlash behavior was 

"a clear messagethat the administration has no intention of taking the fight against domestic 

violence seriously.. ." (www.feminist.org) 

State sanctiod backlash dces not stop there. Judges have been known to tell women to return 

to abusive husbands and be better wives. Police refuse to answer restraining order complaints, 

citing the ability to do nothing. These are not to be played down by the lack of information here. 

It is important to seethat the recommendations for training in these ateas are usually led by 

Committees such as NACVAW. With appointeessuch as Ms. Pfotenhauer the trickle down effect 

could be devastatirrg. 

CULTURALLY EMPLOYED BACKLASH 

"Coyote's got so bold, sleepin' right on your floor." 

Many would consider state sanctioned backlash the mqre influential of the two s p h e ~ .  Most 

feel absolved when sharing in the backlash culture, believing that the government dces what it 
I 

does and we, as citizens, are unable to change it. However, many people are unaware of the 

tremendous influence pop culture has in their lives. The information walks in and stays, 

impacting personal belief systems and behaviour. Because of the apathy surrounding intolerant 

action many with patriarchal ideas are able to use backlash tools at the cultural with little 

resistance. 

Because My God Said So 

One of the most popular v e m  in the Bible reads, "Now as the church submits to Christ, so 

also wives should submit to their husbands in everything." (Ephesians 5:24) 
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~&rettabl~,verses like these are usedas the base for backlash tools. For many years, 

Christian groups concerned with domestic abuse have beenworking hard to let women in on fact 

that one can be a good Christian without submitting to abuse, especially as backlash here can 

have a personal impact on the faith of the victim. In response to the attempts of liberal groups 

such as Faith Trust Institute, many theologians, such asJames Dobson and Gary Smalley have 

given their advice to the Christian wives in e 

America; 

" I remember a young woman who cameto my office emotionally broken and 

distraught after her husband hadtold her he hadbeenseeing another woman. He was 

planning 'to leave, although he would stay until their baby was bom.. . . I told her to use 

every available moment to compete with the other woman.. ...She recalled some of his 

favorite meak and fixed them. She jotted down his interests and began centedng her 

conversations around them.. ... And above all, she never demanded that he remain at 

home, although she knew he was probably going out to bewith the other woman. She 

became more fluent in her admiration of him and beganto do little things she thought 

would mean a lot to him. At first he resisted her efforts, telling her she was wasting her 

time... . . ...Within three months, her husband hadquit seeing the other woman becauseof 

the changes he saw in his wife.. ..."(www.dnaofrelationships.com) 

Smalley's story and subsequent advice reinforce the idea that the abuser will change if the 

wife just submit - a backlash to years of studies that conclude just the opposite. Based in what 

Gary Smalley seesas 'biblical truths,' the suggestion above'is that abuse does not exist. N o w h  

in the article did Smalley con&hn the husband for his adultery. 

It Was on the , it Must be True! 

Backlash through the media is doubleedged sword, and it cuts deep both ways. Almost any 

information you desire is available on the World Wide Web. Music and Talk Radio are in every 

car, blaring through traffic or hidden in theear of a hip-hopping teen walking to work. Frustrated 

parents encourage kids to read by rewarding them with hours of Playstation or a DVD when 

grades and chores go WI I. Some understand that 
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not everything that glitters in the media is gold. But many do not. Media is one of the most 

dangerous routes for backlash. 

When inserting the words 'wife' and "obey' into a search engine almost 2 million links were 

generated. The top thtee links were: www.debunker.com1patriarchy.htmI; 

www,whitefuture.comlc~cornerl;and www.blacktown.net. These links lead to extremist websites 

that most would passoff as a load of fertilizer. Yet, the disturbing content of 

www.blacktown.nethas beenaccessed over 1 million times since 1998. This site does 

not hide its backlash agenda in any way, discussing taming and training of women in reply to the 

fem in ist movement. 

Also within cyberspace is the phenomenal world of pornography. Women of all shapessizes 

and ages spread Across screens. In Hatinn Women, Shmuley Boteach hit's the mark. "There are 

bill ions of ernails a day maligning women as retarded whores who love being beaten while they 

are sexually abused.. .."(174). 

If not disturbing enough, the biggest complaint among the public is the hard drive volume this 
A 

mail takes up. 

Subjects such as these spout an opinion that can be accessed 'twenty-fourlseven.' There seems 

to be no research at this time to the impact this may have. However, it may be staggering in the 

privacy of the home, where the abuser is able to a  m  immediate reinforcement for his crimes. 

Also disturbing is backlash music. Snoop Dog ea@ a gold record with oppressive lyrics 

SUdlas: 

I went to your house; 
\ 

your girl came in and started cussing you out. 
0 

You should have slapped her in her face, 


I warited to tell you, but it wasn't my place. 


I kept it on the low, 


cuz I know you was gonna check that ho. 


But instead, you was quiet asa mouse, 


maybe you started to think it wasn't your house. 


Causeshe was acting like a nut, 


you got a kind of bitch that would kick your butt. 


What kind of pimp holds back? 


http:www.blacktown.net


Never met a bitch that a pimp can't slap 

While other song lyrics can be argued as borderline, these lyrics read asa direct reaction to the 

work toward understanding that women have the right to speak up and are not property to be 

abused. This direct call of violence from men is hard to grasp. But it is a backlash in the 

prevalence of femininity fitting more easily into the media over the 

20' century. (Faludi 451) 

Even harder to grasp were the claims of April Gedes. In 2004, April declared that Arista 

Recordswas signing her singing daughters called Pnrssian Blue, (www.nationalvanguard.org). 

In 2006 these two teenage twin girls were supposedly scheduled to release their first mainstream 

CD, a remake of their debut album that contains oppressing lyrics such as: "For those that cannot 

reoeive, Iwill be the reoeiver. For those that cannot bleed, Iwill bleed for you." (McLellan 2003) 

This linespeaksdirectly to theneed of women to bewilling to beabused for thecauseof white 

male supremacy. The girls have reoeived rave reviews from folk critics, touting thegirls as 
' talented songwriters who bill their music as 'Celtic pride'. Their interview claims they have sold 

8,000albums through onlinesourcessuch as Amazon.com. In 2005 on the ABC show 

Primetime, these young ladies were shown playing a 'RaceWar' video gameand donning 

'Hit lerHappyFace7 tank tops. 

Corporate radio groups suchas Clearchannel communications further backlash as 

well. "The Bob and Tom show" is heard on over 150 station all over the US promoting parody 

music with such titles; "Camel Toe," "Feminine Hygiene" and "I Can't Stop Stalking You." They 

also have interview comedians that talk about worn& in violent and derogatory ways 

(www.bobandtom.com). I 

Claiming to be conservative and harmless, Rush Limbaugh directly attacks attempts to curb 

oppression of women. Having coined the term 'Feminazi', Limbaugh's Excellence In 

Broadcasting network has regular updates proclaiming that any attempt to aware the public about 

women's rights is 'whining'. (www.rushlimbaugh.com) 

Acoeptance of this backlash as only entertainment is a dangerous discounting of the impact it 

can have. The entertainment only angle disregards the information as 'light- W e d '  amusement 

or extremist nonsense that no sane person would consider. Yet many find truth in the attacks and 

find a way to continuespreading this information. A 

subtle programming, wavesof backlash recur every day, shaping the minds of children 

http:Amazon.com
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and adults alike. As far back as 1999,children eight and older were consuming at least 5.5 hours 

of media a day, much of it without parental supervision. (McPherson 1999) 

PAS, DFS, and "Father's Rights" 

Maybe the largest and most personal backlash in current culture is the pop psychology of 

'Custody Syndromes'. Over the last several years valid concern for the rights of the non-custodial 

parent has been usedas a catalyst for writing off the existence of violence against women and 

child abuse. Research into false abuse claims and the lack of father involvement after divorce has 

revealed serious problems with emotional distress in men and unwarranted loss of parental 

connection. 

Gerald Row les claims that men are experiencing distress because of Disenfranchised Father 

Syndrome or DFS. Rowles claims that DFS is a post-traumatic stress disorder onset by the lack of 
J 

contact with the patient's children. Rowles seesthe syndrome as the result of a type of war; "The 

war is real," cites Rowles, "asare its casualties - children and fathers.. ."(www.familvri~hts.us). 

Rowles neglectsthe use of the word mother, suggesting the woman is at the heart of why the 

father is gone. 

One of the supposed causesof DFS is the pmlence of another over exposed acronym, PAS. 

Otherwise known as Parental Alienation Syndrome, the term PAS was coined by Dr. Richard 

Gardner, formerly of Columbia University. 

It is important to examine Gardner's controversial huiqies, as they lay a basefor custody 

backlash. Gardner researched what he felt were false abuse claims for parents to win custody. 
+ 

'This research has been met with trepidation by VAWA groups and standing ovations by mil itant 

father's rights' groups. 

The research itself is intriguing. In hundreds of interviews, Gardner found that in 

some custody casesthe turn from the 'tender-years' presumption, (mother as best provider) to 

'best-interest-of-tbchild'presumptionhas brought on a new form of child abuse. This abuse is 

the control of the child in question through programming and 

encouragement of dispataging feelings that naturally surface in divorce cases. Such programming 

and encouragement are akin to the typeemployed by abusers to isolate victims from the children 

in an intact abusive family. (Gardner 61) 

Gardner's evidence is compelling, and the misuse of his work is sickening. Many of 
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the casesGardner believed to be PAS in his research did not involve an accusation of 

physical or sexual abuse at all. A majority of the casesinvolved complaints by the child to 

parental incompetence. Many remarks made were worded well outside the child's realm of 

understanding for their age. One child reported to Gardner that she would 

hyperventilate every time she left her mother's care. When prompted to expound about the places 

or experienoes with hyperventilation, the nine year old replied, "I don't know, I 

just know Ihyperventilate." (78) In another casea father prepped a four year old child to tell 

Gardner that her mother "lacks discipline" (78) 

It is important to know that Gardner found that both fathers and mothers employed this 

approach in almost equal numbers. The numbers were slightly higher in mothers. Gardner 

believes this is m u s e  of the mothers are apt to have a higher tendency toward overprotection. 

(137) 

Gardner does usethe words "frequent" and "common" to describe the prevalence of PAS over 

actual abuse. He also cites several abuse casesthat he saysare PAS programming. However 

research by the Leadership Council finds that only 2% of abuse claims are PAS. 

(www.leadershipcounciI.org)But on two points they both agree, first, PAS is being pushed off as 

a misrepresentation for bona fide abuse, and second, 'Father's Rights Groups' are wielding it 

without mercy. 

Gardner stresses in his writings that PAS only applies when the alienated parent "has not 

exhibited anything close to the degree of alienating behavior that might warrant the campaign of 

denigmtion exhibited by thechild." (Gardner 60) His attempt to provide critical thinking to 

custody issues is not basedin backlash. The use of his reaqrch asbacklash in such a circus 

atmosphere is something that Gardner found to be disturbing (insert 1993). 

But this htasn't stopped Father's Rights groups like Separated Parenting Acoessand Resource 

Center, (SPARC) and Wisconsin Fathers for Children and Families from using Gardner's research 

astheir core resson for back lashing at VAW awareness groups. Over 2,000 links appear on the 

web when entering PAS and Father's rights together. 'The central argument is that Gardner refers 

to all abuse allegations asPAS and that all courts find for mothers that use PAS counterattacks. 

Many personal attempts w e  madeto gain a responsefrom either of the above groups, no 

answers received. 

Their prevalence seemsto be not only their version of backlash, but the frustrated response to 

a bigger use of backlash in the pop psychology field; the teading of being I 
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in control. Men are flocking to these groups becauseof a little researched,hidden 

backlash from batterer therapy groups that Susan Faludi talks about in the book, "Stiffed": 

"Everywheremen look, even in a therapy session indented to offer men 

'alternatives to violence,' they are told that there is no alternative: they must 

be at the helm." 

With no way to understand about equitable distribution of responsibilities betwen partners many 

menare buying into old habits and teachings. Under the guise of activism, they are recycling the 

backlash that they sometimesdo not realize exists. 

THE FUTURE STORY 

"If you want to read the mystic story written in your future, you better start to write 

it now." 

Will this battle be over in the years to come? Will we be able to see the progress in our 

lifetime?Bemuseof the way backlash is p m t e d ,  these questions are difficult to satisfy. One 

firm ansver can be given; no issue can be fought by applying retum backlash. Backlash will only 

become defunct by exposing it and moving past it one step at a time. As a society we gauge our 

worth through the lens of a zero sum philosophy. However, this is a frame of mind that is 

reversible, and must be reversed if we are to eliminate violence and oppression from the cultural 

landscape. \ 

A bright light shown with the reinstatement of the Violence Against Women Act. Yet societal 
' 

change needsto come from many directions for the battle to be won. Individualsand 

organizations'need to speak up and help out. Just like with backlash, not all awarenessefforts 

seem directly related to ending violence against women, either. Hovever, rights gained in all 

areas for women show a direct link to aiding women in gaining a stronger senseof self and the 

world around them. These gains will encourage larger ranks of women to stand firm against 

backlash, eventually blocking its momentum completely. 

One of the most crucial steps is for men to becomeaware of the male roles in the cycle of 

violence. Organizations suchas Men's Network Against Domestic Violence, (MNADV) 

encouragemento make pledges to help end domestic violence. Started in 
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2004, MNADV is using the internet to the advantage of women's rights. The central idea of 

MNADV is to mobilize non-violent mento speak out, show their numbers and act to prevent 

domestic violenoe (www.menagainstdv.org). The meninvolved with MNADV 

speak at eents in their chapter area on different issues in the VAWA movement. An exciting 

project taking off in 2006 is 'Coaching Boy's into Men' program. The project will provide 

guidanoe materials to encourage athletic coachesto discus ending violenoe 

against women with their players. 

It is challenging to exposeand categorize backlash against VAWA, and to work towards it's 

eliminationas well. Human nature seems to show that it is harder to react to the violent words 

and actions around us than to sit idly by. How can we gauge the time it will take to see real 

progress? Can the tide be changing even now, an undercurrent that we do not yet feel, but is 

rippingthe legs out from under backlash? 

This last holiday season one could stand and watch personafter person drop one coin in the 

local Salvation Army bucket. Over the season thousands of dollars are raised. In this same way, 

eachorganization and individual working toward ending the violenceare bricks for staircase that 

can climb over the backlash wall. Eachof uscan bea brick, as well. If we want to readthe 

g m k r  story in the future, we truly needto write it now. 
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